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The Bishop's Utopia Envisioning Improvement in Colonial Peru University of
Pennsylvania Press In December 1788, in the northern Peruvian city of Trujillo, ﬁftyone-year-old Spanish Bishop Baltasar Jaime Martínez Compañón stood surrounded by
twenty-four large wooden crates, each numbered and marked with its ﬁnal
destination of Madrid. The crates contained carefully preserved zoological, botanical,
and mineral specimens collected from Trujillo's steamy rainforests, agricultural
valleys, rocky sierra, and coastal desert. To accompany this collection, the Bishop
had also commissioned from Indian artisans nine volumes of hand-painted images
portraying the people, plants, and animals of Trujillo. He imagined that the collection
and the watercolors not only would contribute to his quest to study the native
cultures of Northern Peru but also would supply valuable information for his plans to
transform Trujillo into an orderly, proﬁtable slice of the Spanish Empire. Based on
intensive archival research in Peru, Spain, and Colombia and the unique visual data
of more than a thousand extraordinary watercolors, The Bishop's Utopia recreates
the intellectual, cultural, and political universe of the Spanish Atlantic world in the
late eighteenth century. Emily Berquist Soule recounts the reform agenda of
Martínez Compañón—including the construction of new towns, improvement of the
mining industry, and promotion of indigenous education—and positions it within
broader imperial debates; unlike many of his Enlightenment contemporaries, who
elevated fellow Europeans above native peoples, Martínez Compañón saw Peruvian
Indians as intelligent, productive subjects of the Spanish Crown. The Bishop's Utopia
seamlessly weaves cultural history, natural history, colonial politics, and art into a
cinematic retelling of the Bishop's life and work. The Bishop's Utopia Envisioning
Improvement in Colonial Peru University of Pennsylvania Press In December
1788, in the northern Peruvian city of Trujillo, ﬁfty-one-year-old Spanish Bishop
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Baltasar Jaime Martínez Compañón stood surrounded by twenty-four large wooden
crates, each numbered and marked with its ﬁnal destination of Madrid. The crates
contained carefully preserved zoological, botanical, and mineral specimens collected
from Trujillo's steamy rainforests, agricultural valleys, rocky sierra, and coastal
desert. To accompany this collection, the Bishop had also commissioned from Indian
artisans nine volumes of hand-painted images portraying the people, plants, and
animals of Trujillo. He imagined that the collection and the watercolors not only
would contribute to his quest to study the native cultures of Northern Peru but also
would supply valuable information for his plans to transform Trujillo into an orderly,
proﬁtable slice of the Spanish Empire. Based on intensive archival research in Peru,
Spain, and Colombia and the unique visual data of more than a thousand
extraordinary watercolors, The Bishop's Utopia recreates the intellectual, cultural,
and political universe of the Spanish Atlantic world in the late eighteenth century.
Emily Berquist Soule recounts the reform agenda of Martínez Compañón—including
the construction of new towns, improvement of the mining industry, and promotion
of indigenous education—and positions it within broader imperial debates; unlike
many of his Enlightenment contemporaries, who elevated fellow Europeans above
native peoples, Martínez Compañón saw Peruvian Indians as intelligent, productive
subjects of the Spanish Crown. The Bishop's Utopia seamlessly weaves cultural
history, natural history, colonial politics, and art into a cinematic retelling of the
Bishop's life and work. The Fabric of Resistance Textile Workshops and the
Rise of Rebellious Landscapes in Colonial Peru University of Alabama Press
""The Fabric of Resistance" documents the impact of Spanish colonial institutions of
labor on identity and social cohesion in Peru. Through archaeological and historical
lines of evidence, it examines the long-term social conditions that enabled the largescale rebellions in the late Spanish colonial period in Peru (1780s-1820s). Hu argues
that, despite the Spanish government's emphasis on divide-and-control, workers of
diverse backgrounds actively resisted proscriptions against intercaste mixing. This
cultural mixing underpinned the coordinated nature of late colonial rebellions.
Archaeological perspectives are lacking on what were the largest and most
cosmopolitan indigenous-led rebellions of the Americas, so this book ﬁlls an
important gap and provides fresh perspectives and arguments on a perennially
important subject"-- Topos in Utopia: A peregrination to early modern
utopianism’s space Vernon Press 'Topos in Utopia' examines early modern literary
utopias' and intentional communities' social and cultural conception of space.
Starting from Thomas More's seminal work, published in 1516, and covering a period
of three centuries until the emergence of Enlightenment's euchronia, this work
provides a thorough yet concise examination of the way space was imagined and
utilised in the early modern visions of a better society. Dealing with an aspect
usually ignored by the scholars of early modern utopianism, this book asks us to
consider if utopias' imaginary lands are based not only on abstract ideas but also on
concrete spaces. Shedding new light on a period where reformation zeal,
humanism's optimism, colonialism's greed and a proto-scientiﬁc discourse were
combined to produce a series of alternative social and political paradigms, this work
transports us from the shores of America to the search for the Terra Australis
Incognita and the desire to ﬁnd a new and better world for us. Pictured Politics
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Visualizing Colonial History in South American Portrait Collections University
of Texas Press The Spanish colonial period in South America saw artists develop the
subgenre of oﬃcial portraiture, or portraits of key individuals in the continent’s
viceregal governments. Although these portraits appeared to illustrate a narrative of
imperial splendor and absolutist governance, they instead became a visual record of
the local history that emerged during the colonial occupation. Using the oﬃcial
portrait collections accumulated between 1542 and 1830 in Lima, Buenos Aires, and
Bogota as a lens, Pictured Politics explores how oﬃcial portraiture originated and
evolved to become an essential component in the construction of Ibero-American
political relationships. Through the surviving portraits and archival
evidence—including political treatises, travel accounts, and early periodicals—Emily
Engel demonstrates that these oﬃcial portraits not only belie a singular
interpretation as tools of imperial domination but also visualize the continent's
multilayered history of colonial occupation. The ﬁrst standalone analysis of South
American portraiture, Pictured Politics brings to light the historical relevance of
political portraits in crafting the history of South American colonialism. The
Enlightenment on Trial Ordinary Litigants and Colonialism in the Spanish
Empire Oxford University Press This is a history not of an Enlightenment but rather
the Enlightenment - the rights-oriented, formalist, secularizing, freedom-inspired
eighteenth-century movement that deﬁned modern Western law. Its principal
protagonists, rather than members of a cosmopolitan Republic of Letters, arenonliterate, poor, and enslaved litigants who sued their superiors in the royal courts of
Spain's American colonies. Despite growing evidence of the Hispanic world's
contributions to Enlightenment science, the writing of history, and statecraft, it is
conventionally believed to have taken an alternate route to modernity. This book
grapples with the contradiction between this legacy and eighteenth-century
SpanishAmericans' active production of concepts fundamental to modern law. The
book is intensely empirical even as it is sly situated within current theoretical
debates about imperial geographies of history. The Enlightenment on Trial oﬀers
readers new insight into how legal documents were made, freshinterpretations of the
intellectual transformations and legal reform policies of the period, and comparative
analysis of the volume of civil suits from six regions in Mexico, Peru and Spain.
Ordinary litigants in the colonies-far more often than peninsular Spaniards-sued
superiors at an accelerating pace in the second half of the eighteenth century. Three
types of cases increased even faster than a stunning general rise of civil suits in the
colonies: those that slaves, native peasantsand women initiated against masters,
native leaders and husbands. As they entered court, these litigants advanced a new
law-centered culture distinct from the casuistic, justice-oriented legal culture of the
early modern period. And they did so at precisely the same time that a few bright
minds ofEurope enshrined them in print. The conclusion considers why, if this is so,
the Spanish empire has remained marginal to the story of the advent of the modern
West. Taxing Blackness Free Afromexican Tribute in Bourbon New Spain
Atlantic Crossings "History in North, Central, and South Americas. In the Bourbon
New Spain (Mexico), taxes, including those from Mexicans of African descent who
were free, were a rich, reliable source of revenue for the Crown. Taxing Blackness
examines the experiences of Afromexicans and this tribute to get at the meanings of
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race, political loyalty, and legal privileges within the Spanish colonial regime.
Gharala focuses on both the mechanisms oﬃcials used to deﬁne the status of free
people of African descent as well as the responses of free-colored people to these
categories and strategies. Her study spans the eighteenth century and focuses on a
single institution to oﬀer readers a closer look at the place of free-colored people in
Mexico, which was the most proﬁtable and populous colony of the Spanish Atlantic"-The Science of Useful Nature in Central America Landscapes, Networks and
Practical Enlightenment, 1784–1838 Cambridge University Press Demonstrates
the role of local and global scientiﬁc knowledge about landscapes and environment
in shaping Central America. Entangled Empires The Anglo-Iberian Atlantic,
1500-1830 University of Pennsylvania Press Entangled Empires emphasizes the
connections between the English and Iberian imperial projects. The colonial history
of the United States ought to be considered part of the history of colonial LatinoAmerica just as Latin American history should be understood as fundamental to the
constitution of the United States. The People Are King The Making of an
Indigenous Andean Politics Oxford University Press, USA "The People Are King
traces the transformation of Andean communities under Inca and Spanish rule. The
sixteenth century Spanish resettlement policy, known as Reducción was pivotal to
this transformation. Modeled on the Spanish ideal of República (self-government
within planned towns) and shared sovereignty with their monarch, Spaniards in the
Viceroyalty of Peru forced Andeans into resettlement towns. Andeans turned the
tables on forced resettlement by making the towns their own, and the center of their
social, political, and religious lives. Andeans made a coherent life for themselves in a
complex process of ethnogenesis that blended preconquest ways of life (the ayllu)
with the imposed institutions of town life and Christian religious practices. Within
these towns, Andeans claimed the right to self-government, and increasingly
regarded their native lords, the caciques, as tyrants. A series of microhistorical
accounts in these repúblicas reveals that Andeans believed that commoner people,
collectively called the común, could rule themselves. With both Andean and Spanish
antecedents, this political philosophy of radical democracy was key to the Great
Rebellion of the late eighteenth-century. Rather than focusing on well-known leaders
such as Tupac Amaru, the book demonstrates through commoner rebels' holographic
letters that it was commoner Andean people who made the late eighteenth-century
a revolutionary moment by asserting their rights to self-government. In the ﬁnal
chapter the book follows the commoner-lead towns of the Andes from the era of
independence into the present day of the Plurinational State of Bolivia. Ayllu,
Reducción, ethnogenesis, Peru, Bolivia, cacique, Tupac Amaru, comunero, revolution,
microhistory"-- Feeding the People The Politics of the Potato Cambridge
University Press Almost no one knew what a potato was in 1500. Today they are the
world's fourth most important food. How did this happen? Voyages in World
History, Volume II Cengage Learning Discover how history is composed of the
captivating stories of interesting people with Hansen/Curtis' VOYAGES IN WORLD
HISTORY, 4E. Every chapter in this updated edition centers on the story of a diﬀerent
historic traveler while reinforcing a central theme -- the constant movement of
people, goods and ideas throughout the world. The fascinating voyages of
merchants, poets, rulers, explorers, soldiers, missionaries or scholars provide the
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framework for each chapter. New discussion questions and features prompt you to
carefully consider and debate what you are reading. New inserts and special features
demonstrate how information connects across chapters, societies and time periods.
You learn about people, places and events that are crucial to understanding the
global context of world history. This edition is available as a complete volume or split
into VOLUME 1: TO 1600 and VOLUME 2: SINCE 1500. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version. Sovereign Joy Cambridge University Press An
exploration of how Afro-Mexicans aﬃrmed their culture, subjectivities and colonial
condition through festive culture and performance. Crafting a Republic for the
World Scientiﬁc, Geographic, and Historiographic Inventions of Colombia U
of Nebraska Press In the wake of independence, Spanish American leaders perceived
the colonial past as looming over their present. Crafting a Republic for the World
examines how the vibrant postcolonial public sphere in Colombia invented narratives
of the Spanish “colonial legacy.” Those supposed legacies included a lack of
eﬀective geographic knowledge, blockages to a circulatory political economy,
existing patterns of land tenure, entrenched inequalities, and ignorance among
popular sectors. At times collaboratively, and at times combatively, Colombian
leaders tackled these “colonial” legacies to forge a republic in a hostile world of
monarchies and empires. The highly partisan, yet uniformly republican public sphere
crafted a vision of a virtuous nation that, unlike the United States, had already
abolished slavery and included Indians as citizens. By the mid-nineteenth century, as
suﬀrage expanded to all males over twenty-one, Colombian elites nevertheless
tinkered with territorial divisions and devised new constitutions to manage the
alleged “colonial legacy” aﬀecting the minds of popular voters. The book explores
how the struggle to be at the vanguard of radical republican equality fomented
innovative contributions to social sciences, including geography, cartography,
political ethnography, constitutional science, history, and the calculation of equity
through land reform. Paradoxically, these eﬀorts created a kind of legal pluralism
reminiscent of the Spanish monarchy during the “colonial” period. The
Enlightenment in Iberia and Ibero-America University of Wales Press This book
discusses responses to the challenges faced by two diﬀerent Iberian imperial
systems in their struggle to sustain territorial integrity and economic interests in the
face of international competition. During a so-called period of ‘Enlightened
Despotism’, absolutist governments in Spain and Portugal sought to harness
Enlightenment ideas to their policies of reform. The Iberian Enlightenment, however,
did not rely exclusively on government sponsorship – it had existing foundations in
sixteenth-century Spanish humanism and subsequent attempts at reform, and
educated individuals in major cities frequently operated independently of
government. The Enlightenment contributed greatly to the availability of potential
political solutions to the urgent matter of political status, in the attempt to transform
absolutist governments into constitutional systems and drawing in the process on
the structures of medieval foundations, contemporary revolutions or less radical
constitutional monarchies, or a combination of sources more closely aligned with
Ibero-American realities. Who Should Rule? Men of Arms, the Republic of
Letters, and the Fall of the Spanish Empire Oxford University Press Who Should
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Rule? traces the ambitious imperial reform that empowered new and competing
political actors in an era of intense imperial competition, war, and the breakdown of
the Spanish empire. Mónica Ricketts examines the rise of men of letters and military
oﬃcers in two central areas of the Spanish world: the viceroyalty of Peru and Spain.
This was a disruptive, dynamic, and long process of common imperial origins. In
1700, two dynastic lines, the Spanish Habsburgs and the French Bourbons, disputed
the succession to the Spanish throne. After more than a decade of war, the latter
prevailed. Suspicious of the old Spanish court circles, the new Bourbon Crown sought
meritorious subjects for its ministries, men of letters and military oﬃcers of good
training among the provincial elites. Writers and lawyers were to produce new
legislation to radically transform the Spanish world. They would reform the
educational system and propagate useful knowledge. Military oﬃcers would defend
the monarchy in this new era of imperial competition. Additionally, they would
govern. From the start, the rise of these political actors in the Spanish world was an
uneven process. Military oﬃcers became a new and somewhat solid corps. In
contrast, the rise of men of letters confronted constant opposition. Rooted elites in
both Spain and Peru resisted any attempts at curtailing their power and prerogatives
and undermined the reform of education and traditions. As a consequence, men of
letters found limited spaces in which to exercise their new authority, but they aimed
for more. A succession of wars and insurgencies in America fueled the struggles for
power between these two groups, paving the way for decades of unrest.
Emphasizing the continuities and connections between the Spanish worlds on both
sides of the Atlantic, this work oﬀers new perspectives on the breakdown of the
empire, the rise of modern politics in Spanish America, and the transition to Peruvian
independence. The Chankas and the Priest A Tale of Murder and Exile in
Highland Peru Penn State Press How does society deal with a serial killer in its
midst? What if the murderer is a Catholic priest living among native villagers in
colonial Peru? In The Chankas and the Priest, Sabine Hyland chronicles the horrifying
story of Father Juan Bautista de Albadán, a Spanish priest to the Chanka people of
Pampachiri in Peru from 1601 to 1611. During his reign of terror over his Andean
parish, Albadán was guilty of murder, sexual abuse, sadistic torture, and theft from
his parishioners, amassing a personal fortune at their expense. For ten years, he
escaped punishment for these crimes by deceiving and outwitting his superiors in
the colonial government and church administration. Drawing on a remarkable
collection of documents found in archives in the Americas and Europe, including a
rare cache of Albadán’s candid family letters, Hyland reveals what life was like for
the Chankas under this corrupt and brutal priest, and how his actions sparked the
instability that would characterize Chanka political and social history for the next 123
years. Through this tale, she vividly portrays the colonial church and state of Peru as
well as the history of Chanka ethnicity, the nature of Spanish colonialism, and the
changing nature of Chanka politics and kinship from the ﬁfteenth to the eighteenth
century. The Andean Wonder Drug Cinchona Bark and Imperial Science in
the Spanish Atlantic, 1630-1800 University of Pittsburgh Press In the eighteenth
century, malaria was a prevalent and deadly disease, and the only eﬀective
treatment was found in the Andean forests of Spanish America: a medicinal bark
harvested from cinchona trees that would later give rise to the antimalarial drug
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quinine. In 1751, the Spanish Crown asserted control over the production and
distribution of this medicament by establishing a royal reserve of “fever trees” in
Quito. Through this pilot project, the Crown pursued a new vision of imperialism
informed by science and invigorated through commerce. But ultimately this project
failed, much like the broader imperial reforms that it represented. Drawing on
extensive archival research, Matthew Crawford explains why, showing how
indigenous healers, laborers, merchants, colonial oﬃcials, and creole elites
contested European science and thwarted imperial reform by asserting their
authority to speak for the natural world. The Andean Wonder Drug uses the story of
cinchona bark to demonstrate how the imperial politics of knowledge in the Spanish
Atlantic ultimately undermined eﬀorts to transform European science into a tool of
empire. Mapping the Country of Regions The Chorographic Commission of
Nineteenth-Century Colombia UNC Press Books The nineteenth century was an
era of breathtakingly ambitious geographic expeditions across the Americas. The
seminal Chorographic Commission of Colombia, which began in 1850 and lasted
about a decade, was one of Latin America's most extensive. The commission's
mandate was to deﬁne and map the young republic and its resources with an eye
toward modernization. In this history of the commission, Nancy P. Appelbaum
focuses on the geographers' ﬁeldwork practices and visual production as the men
traversed the mountains, savannahs, and forests of more than thirty provinces in
order to delineate the country's territorial and racial composition. Their assumptions
and methods, Appelbaum argues, contributed to a long-lasting national imaginary.
What jumps out of the commission's array of reports, maps, sketches, and paintings
is a portentous tension between the marked diﬀerences that appeared before the
eyes of the geographers in the ﬁeld and the visions of sameness to which they
aspired. The commissioners and their patrons believed that a prosperous republic
required a uniﬁed and racially homogeneous population, but the commission's maps
and images paradoxically emphasized diversity and helped create a "country of
regions." By privileging the whiter inhabitants of the cool Andean highlands over
those of the boiling tropical lowlands, the commission left a lasting but problematic
legacy for today's Colombians. American Globalization, 1492–1850 TransCultural Consumption in Spanish Latin America Routledge Following a study on
the world ﬂows of American products during early globalization, here the authors
examine the reverse process. By analyzing the imperial political economy, the
introduction, adaptation and rejection of new food products in America, as well as of
other European, Asian and African goods, American Globalization, 1492–1850,
addresses the history of consumerism and material culture in the New World, while
also considering the perspective of the history of ecological globalization. This book
shows how these changes triggered the formation of mixed imagined communities
as well as of local and regional markets that gradually became part of a global
economy. But it also highlights how these forces produced a multifaceted landscape
full of contrasts and recognizes the plurality of the actors involved in cultural
transfers, in which trade, persuasion and violence were entwined. The result is a
model of the rise of consumerism that is very diﬀerent from the ones normally used
to understand the European cases, as well as a more nuanced vision of the eﬀects of
ecological imperialism, which was, moreover, the base for the development of
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unsustainable capitalism still present today in Latin America. Rethinking Atlantic
Empire Christopher Schmidt-Nowara’s Histories of Nineteenth-Century
Spain and the Antilles Berghahn Books In recent years, the historiography of
nineteenth-century Spain and Latin America has been invigorated by
interdisciplinary engagement with scholars working on topics such as empire,
slavery, abolition, race, identity, and captivity. No scholar better exempliﬁed these
developments than Christopher Schmidt-Nowara, a specialist on Spain and its
Caribbean colonies in Cuba and Puerto Rico. A brilliant career was cut short in 2015
when he died at the age of 48. Rethinking Atlantic Empire takes Schmidt-Nowara’s
work as a point of departure, charting scholarly paths that move past reductive
national narratives and embrace transnational approaches to the entangled empires
of the Atlantic world. The Iberian World 1450–1820 Routledge The Iberian World:
1450–1820 brings together, for the ﬁrst time in English, the latest research in Iberian
studies, providing in-depth analysis of ﬁfteenth- to early nineteenth-century Portugal
and Spain, their European possessions, and the African, Asian, and American peoples
that were under their rule. Featuring innovative work from leading historians of the
Iberian world, the book adopts a strong transnational and comparative approach,
and oﬀers the reader an interdisciplinary lens through which to view the interactions,
entanglements, and conﬂicts between the many peoples that were part of it. The
volume also analyses the relationships and mutual inﬂuences between the wide
range of actors, polities, and centres of power within the Iberian monarchies, and
draws on recent advances in the ﬁeld to examine key aspects such as Iberian
expansion, imperial ideologies, and the constitution of colonial societies. Divided into
four parts and combining a chronological approach with a set of in-depth thematic
studies, The Iberian World brings together previously disparate scholarly traditions
surrounding the history of European empires and raises awareness of the global
dimensions of Iberian history. It is essential reading for students and academics of
early modern Spain and Portugal. Indians and Mestizos in the "Lettered City"
Reshaping Justice, Social Hierarchy, and Political Culture in Colonial Peru
University Press of Colorado Through newly unearthed texts virtually unknown in
Andean studies, Indians and Mestizos in the "Lettered City" highlights the Andean
intellectual tradition of writing in their long-term struggle for social empowerment
and questions the previous understanding of the "lettered city" as a privileged space
populated solely by colonial elites. Rarely acknowledged in studies of resistance to
colonial rule, these writings challenged colonial hierarchies and ethnic discrimination
in attempts to redeﬁne the Andean role in colonial society. Scholars have long
assumed that Spanish rule remained largely undisputed in Peru between the 1570s
and 1780s, but educated elite Indians and mestizos challenged the legitimacy of
Spanish rule, criticized colonial injustice and exclusion, and articulated the ideas that
would later be embraced in the Great Rebellion in 1781. Their movement extended
across the Atlantic as the scholars visited the seat of the Spanish empire to
negotiate with the king and his advisors for social reform, lobbied diverse networks
of supporters in Madrid and Peru, and struggled for admission to religious orders,
schools and universities, and positions in ecclesiastic and civil administration. Indians
and Mestizos in the "Lettered City" explores how scholars contributed to social
change and transformation of colonial culture through legal, cultural, and political
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activism, and how, ultimately, their signiﬁcant colonial critiques and campaigns
redeﬁned colonial public life and discourse. It will be of interest to scholars and
students of colonial history, colonial literature, Hispanic studies, and Latin American
studies. An Archaeology of the English Atlantic World, 1600 - 1700 Explores
the tremendous discoveries historical archaeologists have made about English life in
the Americas during the seventeenth century. A History of the Church in Latin
America Colonialism to Liberation (1492-1979) Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
This is a print on demand book and is therefore non- returnable. Today Latin America
is in the throes of a cultural and theological awakening that is challenging its
dependence on Europe and North America. The Christians of Latin America are
therefore brought face to face with the option of revolution as a means of achieving
liberation from European and North American theologies. As a result, liberation
theology, which had its beginnings in Latin America, is rapidly gaining popularity
among nations of the Third World. Author Enrique Dussel believes that a history of
the church in Latin America is essential to understanding the direction of the
contemporary church. This comprehensive history, with its emphasis on theology,
will thus help historians and theologians to better understand the formation and
continuity of the Latin American tradition. The book is divided into four parts: "A
Hermeneutical Introduction," "The Christianization of the West Indies (1492-1808),"
"The Agony of Colonial Christianity (1808- 1962)," and "The Church and Latin
American Liberation." Dussel's aim in these sections is not to record all the events of
each period, but to demonstrate the validity of establishing limits for each time span.
Therefore, this is not a "ﬁnished" history; rather, it is one method of delineating
certain historical periods which can be expanded upon and completed by later
historians. This book is a translation of the revised, second Spanish edition. The
Camera and the Press American Visual and Print Culture in the Age of the
Daguerreotype University of Pennsylvania Press Before most Americans ever saw
an actual daguerreotype, they encountered this visual form through written
descriptions, published and rapidly reprinted in newspapers throughout the land. In
The Camera and the Press, Marcy J. Dinius examines how the ﬁrst written and
published responses to the daguerreotype set the terms for how we now understand
the representational accuracy and objectivity associated with the photograph, as
well as the democratization of portraiture that photography enabled. Dinius's
archival research ranges from essays in popular nineteenth-century periodicals to
daguerreotypes of Americans, Liberians, slaves, and even ﬁctional characters.
Examples of these portraits are among the dozens of illustrations featured in the
book. The Camera and the Press presents new dimensions of Nathaniel Hawthorne's
The House of the Seven Gables, Herman Melville's Pierre, Harriet Beecher Stowe's
Uncle Tom's Cabin, and Frederick Douglass's The Heroic Slave. Dinius shows how
these authors strategically incorporated aspects of daguerreian representation to
advance their aesthetic, political, and social agendas. By recognizing print and visual
culture as one, Dinius redeﬁnes such terms as art, objectivity, sympathy,
representation, race, and nationalism and their interrelations in nineteenth-century
America. Textbook of Global Health Oxford University Press Fully revised and
updated, this fourth edition equips students, advocates, and health professionals
with building blocks for a critical understanding of global health. It explores societal
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determinants of health and health inequities within and between countries and an
array of actions seeking to address these issues in spheres of health and
development aid, solidarity cooperation, global and domestic policymaking, and civil
society mobilization The Rites Controversies in the Early Modern World BRILL
The Rites Controversies in the Early Modern World is a collection of articles focusing
on debates concerning the nature of “rites” raging in intellectual circles of Europe,
Asia and America in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Gathering Souls
Jesuit Missions and Missionaries in Oceania (1668-1945) This essay deals with
the missionary work of the Society of Jesus in today's Micronesia from the
seventeenth to the twentieth century. In order to understand the Jesuits'
evangelization project of gathering souls in the Oceanic archipelagos, it is important
to place them into the broader context of Philippine politics. Living as Form
Socially Engaged Art from 1991-2011 MIT Press 'Living as Form' grew out of a
major exhibition at Creative Time in New York City. Like the exhibition, the book is a
landmark survey of more than 100 projects selected by a 30-person curatorial
advisory team; each project is documented by a selection of colour images. Debt
The First 5,000 Years Melville House Publishing Economic history states that
money replaced a bartering system, yet there isn't any evidence to support this
axiom. Anthropologist Graeber presents a stunning reversal of this conventional
wisdom. For more than 5000 years, humans have used elaborate credit systems to
buy and sell goods. Since the beginning of the agrarian empires, humans have been
divided into debtors and creditors. Through time, virtual credit money was replaced
by gold and the system as a whole went into decline. This fascinating history is told
for the ﬁrst time. Inﬁdels and Empires in a New World Order Early Modern
Spanish Contributions to International Legal Thought Cambridge University
Press Examines early modern Spanish contributions to international relations by
focusing on ambivalence of natural rights in European colonial expansion to the
Americas. Seeing Like a State How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human
Condition Have Failed Yale University Press “One of the most profound and
illuminating studies of this century to have been published in recent decades.”—John
Gray, New York Times Book Review Hailed as “a magisterial critique of top-down
social planning” by the New York Times, this essential work analyzes disasters from
Russia to Tanzania to uncover why states so often fail—sometimes
catastrophically—in grand eﬀorts to engineer their society or their environment, and
uncovers the conditions common to all such planning disasters. “Beautifully written,
this book calls into sharp relief the nature of the world we now inhabit.”—New Yorker
“A tour de force.”— Charles Tilly, Columbia University Machines as the Measure
of Men Science, Technology, and Ideologies of Western Dominance Cornell
University Press This new edition of what has become a standard account of Western
expansion and technological dominance includes a new preface by the author that
discusses how subsequent developments in gender and race studies, as well as
global technology and politics, enter into conversation with his original arguments.
The Globalization of Knowledge in the Iberian Colonial World Translating
Nature Cross-Cultural Histories of Early Modern Science University of
Pennsylvania Press Translating Nature recasts the era of early modern science as an
age not of discovery but of translation. As Iberian and Protestant empires expanded
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across the Americas, colonial travelers encountered, translated, and reinterpreted
Amerindian traditions of knowledge—knowledge that was later translated by the
British, reading from Spanish and Portuguese texts. Translations of natural and
ethnographic knowledge therefore took place across multiple boundaries—linguistic,
cultural, and geographical—and produced, through their transmissions, the
discoveries that characterize the early modern era. In the process, however, the
identities of many of the original bearers of knowledge were lost or hidden in
translation. The essays in Translating Nature explore the crucial role that the
translation of philosophical and epistemological ideas played in European scientiﬁc
exchanges with American Indians; the ethnographic practices and methods that
facilitated appropriation of Amerindian knowledge; the ideas and practices used to
record, organize, translate, and conceptualize Amerindian naturalist knowledge; and
the persistent presence and inﬂuence of Amerindian and Iberian naturalist and
medical knowledge in the development of early modern natural history. Contributors
highlight the global nature of the history of science, the mobility of knowledge in the
early modern era, and the foundational roles that Native Americans, Africans, and
European Catholics played in this age of translation. Contributors: Ralph Bauer,
Daniela Bleichmar, William Eamon, Ruth Hill, Jaime Marroquín Arredondo, Sara
Miglietti, Luis Millones Figueroa, Marcy Norton, Christopher Parsons, Juan Pimentel,
Sarah Rivett, John Slater. Women's International Thought: A New History
Cambridge University Press The ﬁrst cross-disciplinary history of women's
international thought, analysing leading international thinkers of the twentieth
century. The New Latin American Left Utopia Reborn Pluto Press (UK) Leading
scholars discuss ideology and hotly contested post-structuralist theory. Chang'an
Avenue and the Modernization of Chinese Architecture University of
Washington Press In this interdisciplinary narrative, the never-ending "completion" of
China's most important street oﬀers a broad view of the relationship between art
and ideology in modern China. Chang'an Avenue, named after China's ancient
capital (whose name means "Eternal Peace"), is supremely symbolic. Running eastwest through the centuries-old heart of Beijing, it intersects the powerful north-south
axis that links the traditional centers of political and spiritual legitimacy (the imperial
Forbidden City and the Temple of Heaven). Among its best-known features are
Tiananmen Square and the Great Hall of the People, as well as numerous other
monuments and prominent political, cultural, ﬁnancial, and travel-related
institutions. Drawing on Chang'an Avenue's historic ties and modern
transformations, this study explores the deep structure of the Chinese modernization
project, providing both a big picture of Beijing's urban texture alteration and details
in the design process of individual buildings. Political winds shift, architectural styles
change, and technological innovations inﬂuence waves of demolition and
reconstruction in this analysis of Chang'an Avenue's metamorphosis. During
collective design processes, architects, urban planners, and politicians argue about
form, function, and theory, and about Chinese vs. Western and traditional vs.
modern style. Every decision is fraught with political signiﬁcance, from the 1950s
debate over whether Tiananmen Square should be open or partially closed; to the
1970s discussion of the proper location, scale, and design of the Mao
Memorial/Mausoleum; to the more recent controversy over whether the egg-shaped
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National Theater, designed by the French architect Paul Andreu, is an aﬀront to
Chinese national pride. For more information: http://arthistorypi.org/books/chang-an
A Socialist Empire The Incas of Peru 2011 Reprint of 1961 Edition. Many social
scientists have attempted to lump the unique Inca society into modern political and
economic categories. Louis Baudin argued that Incan society was socialistic. He
claimed that the ayllu system is what classiﬁed the Inca as a system of state
socialism. Baudin deﬁnes state socialism as being based on the idea of the
regulative action of a central power in social relations. According to Baudin, the idea
of private property in Europe had been in existence for centuries, but no such idea
existed at the times of the Incas. He claims, that society in Peru rested on a
foundation of collective ownership which, to a certain extent, facilitated its
establishment, because the eﬀacement of the individual within a group prepared him
to allow himself to be absorbed. Baudin argued that the higher ranking Incas tried,
and succeeded to an extent, to force a degree of uniformity on the common Inca.
The Inca were forced to dress similarly, eat the same food, practice the same
religion, and speak the same language, Quechua.
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